
 

Remote Learning Packet 

Second Grade 

May 26-May 29, 2020 

 

 Student Name: ______________________________________________  Teacher: ____________________________ 

 





 
Student Name: __________________________________________________________  Teacher: ____________________________________ 

My Learning This Week 
Directions: Write the date in the box on the left; then put a check mark in each box when all of your hard 
work is done. We miss you, and hope to see you at school again very soon! 

Date My Daily Learning 

 ❏ I spent between 75 and 95 minutes on my daily activities. 
❏ I read all the directions before I asked for more help. 
❏ If required, I wrote all my answers in complete sentences. 
❏ I used my neatest penmanship, and my writing can be read by both me and an adult. 
❏ I double-checked my written answers for correct capitalization, punctuation, and grammar. 
❏ I read for at least 20 minutes today. 
❏ My teacher will be proud of my hard work and perseverance. 
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Grade 2, Day 1 

Day 1 Instructions and Resources 

Tuesday, 5/26 

Math 

Let’s do a scavenger hunt today! Use your knowledge on tally charts and picture graphs to organize 
your information. 

1. Go around your home. 
2. Find 5 different items. 
3. Label the objects down below. 
4. Create a tally chart!  
5. Create a picture chart!  

 
Tally Chart: 
 

Object Name : Tallies: 

  

  

  

  

  

 
Picture Graph: 
 

      

      

      

      

      

Objects: 
Each _________ 
equals _______ 
objects  
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Grade 2, Day 1 

The object with the highest amount was _________________________________. 
 
The object with the least amount was ___________________________________. 
 

Spalding  
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Grade 2, Day 1 

Literature 
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Grade 2, Day 1 

History 
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Grade 2, Day 1 

Grammar  

You have learned about many different kinds of words or parts of speech. Find a book or 
magazine in your house and look for different parts of speech. How many of each can you 
find? 
 
I found _________ verbs. I found _________ nouns. I found _________ pronouns.  

I found _________ adjectives. I found _________ adverbs. I found _________ conjunctions. 

 

Music  
Teddy Bear Jump Rope Challenge:  
Materials: a jump rope (or make your own with a long piece of cord like Ms. Caranto did in the video 
below)  

❏ First, sing the song while doing the motions:  
 
“Teddy bear, teddy bear - turn around  
Teddy bear, teddy bear - touch the ground 
Teddy bear, teddy bear - show your shoe 
Teddy bear, teddy bear - that will do. 
 
Teddy bear, teddy bear - go upstairs, 
Teddy bear, teddy bear - say your prayers 
Teddy bear, teddy bear - turn out the light *click* 
Teddy bear, teddy bear - say good night. … Gooooood night!”  
 

❏ Sing the song again, but this time, instead of singing “teddy bear,” sing it on solfa (so so mi) 
with hand signs and then the rest of the words (the music notation below is slightly 
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Grade 2, Day 1 

different from how we learned it). 

 
 

❏ Now for the jump rope challenge! Sing the song while you’re jump-roping and see if you can 
make it through the whole song without stopping the rope! Good luck and have fun! Extra 
challenge: If you have enough people to turn the rope for you, you can try and do the 
motions of the song as you are jumping in the middle!  

❏ Here’s a video of Ms. Caranto doing all three steps: 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/631968f90a573ae39471c768399795b9  

 

P.E. (10 minutes) 
Foursquare  
Steps: 

● You will need one ball that can bounce  
● Set up the game by creating separate sections for each person (use rope, chalk, tape, 

or even just the cracks in the sidewalk!) Be sure to number the sections 1-4. For the 
purpose of the game you want to be in box number 1, also known as the king! 
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Grade 2, Day 1 

 
 
Rules: 

● The person with the highest number serves the ball (or tosses it into another 
square) to start the round. 

● The ball can only bounce in each square one time and it MUST bounce! 
● You can underhand hit the ball with two hands into another box.  If that's too 

challenging then you can catch the ball and toss it into another square, but you will 
only have two seconds to catch and throw. 

● If the ball hits any of the lines or someone is not able to play the ball you will rotate. 
The person that made the error will go to the highest number square (4 if you're 
playing with 4 people, 2 if you're playing with 2 people, which just means you'll 
switch squares) and everyone else will rotate to a new spot that advances them. 
Once everyone moves, or is in the correct spot, the person in the highest number 
box will toss the ball to another square and you will keep playing! If the person in 
the 4th box is the one that makes an error, then nobody will move. 

● You can set a timer for 5 minutes and the person that finishes in box number 1 wins! 
You can also just play to see how many you can get in a row without the ball hitting 
the ground multiple times or touching the lines between squares. 

● Good luck and have fun! 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Day 2 Instructions and Resources 

Wednesday, 5/27 

Math 

Let’s review money! Look at the types of coins and make your own coin puzzles to remember what 
each coin is worth. Then, play the game, “Don’t Break the Bank.” Have fun! 
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Grade 2, Day 2 
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Grade 2, Day 2 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Spalding 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Literature 
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Grade 2, Day 2 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Science  

 

Latin (10 minutes)  

-Memorize lines 1 and 2 of the Aeneid (stop after “venit”) 
-Please use the following pronunciation guide when practicing with your students: 
General pronunciation rules: 
· C and G are always hard, like “cat” and “great” 
· V is pronounced like W (there is no W in the Roman alphabet). 
·       Vowels are never silent. 
-Here is a video of Ms. Crimmins reciting all seven lines, but you only need to work on the first line 
this week. https://cloud.swivl.com/v/97b74063044bb0454f2045ac771f07f6 
  
The first seven lines of 
The Aeneid 
By Vergil 
Arma virumque cano, || Troiae quī prīmus ab orīs || 
Italiam, fato profugus, || Laviniaque venit 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

litora, || multum  ̮ille  ̮et terrīs || iactatus et alto || 
vī superum saevae memorem || Iunonis ob iram; || 
multa quoque  ̮et bello passus, || dum conderet urbem, || 
inferretque deos Latio, || genus unde Latīnum, || 
Albanīque patrēs, || atque  ̮altae moenia Romae.|| 
 
 

Art (10 minutes) 

 
This is our final week in our remote learning art lessons!  Today, I will show you how to put 
together an Alphabet Sketchbook in order to keep up your drawing skills throughout the summer. 
Please take out 28 white note cards, or 28 pieces of white paper (if you would like, you may use 
paper that is used and only has printing on one side).  
Steps to make a sketchbook: 

1. Place 28 papers in a nice and neat pile. 
2. Hole punch the paper or note cards in one corner or put three staples on the side in a line.  
3.  Attach a string or ribbon through the hole in the corner (disregard this step if you stapled 

the sides).  
4. Put one small-sized letter of the alphabet on the very bottom of the front of each page (26 

letters!)  
5.  Place a title on the front of your sketchbook.  Write your name and date underneath. 
6. Plan to sketch this summer! Two or three times a week, draw one subject that begins with 

each letter.  
Note: In our final art session, we will begin drawing in our sketchbook something that 
begins with the letter “A” . 

Sketchbook construction 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Day 3 Instructions and Resources 

Thursday, 5/28 

Math 

Create your own fraction strips. Make your strips look like mine! Go around your house and see 
what objects around your house are 1 whole, ½ , ¼ and so on and so forth!  

20
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Grade 2, Day 3 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Spalding  
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Literature 
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Grade 2, Day 3 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

 

History 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Do you remember the Great Wall of China? 
 

 
 

 
Above is a finished sketch of the Great Wall of China.  Try adding details to the outline below. 
Then, you can color the picture! 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Music (10 min.) 
Sasha Folk Dance:  
Hello, hello singers! This dance would have been so much fun to do with your classmates, but you 
can still have fun with your family!  
For this Russian folk dance, it will be very helpful if you have access to the music at this link: 
https://dancingmasters.com/?attachment_id=33  
It will also be very helpful if you watch Ms. Caranto teach the “Sasha” dance in this video: 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/73751230f75713c57d215d78c426e648  
 
There are four parts to this fun dance: 

1) Wag your finger at your partner while you say “Sasha, sasha! Raz dva tri!” which translates 
to “Sasha, sasha! One, two, three!” in Russian.  

2) With your partner, you’re going to clap their hands in this pattern two times in a row: 
“Right, right, right 
Left, left, left 
Both, both, both (hands) 
Knees, knees, knees (pat your own)”  

3) Link arms with your partner and turn in a circle while you sing the phrase and then raise 
your opposite fist up in the air and say “Hey!” Then switch arms and repeat! 

4) Walk around while the music plays and then find your partner (or a new partner) and 
repeat the whole thing! Enjoy and have fun!  

- Here is a video of Ms. Caranto and Ms. Crimmins doing the dance together (Note: 
they have been quarantined together throughout remote learning): 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8b4c0695ea12d363e4a81e84b082b233  

 

PE (10 minutes) 
Hello boys and girls! I’m so sad that this will be our last P.E. class of the school year. Since 
we can’t continue P.E. all summer, I’ve made a list of some active things you can do! After 
you complete your exercises for the day, I want you to put a check mark next to which 
activities you would like to complete this summer. Then add a star next to the ones you’re 
most excited about doing!  
 
 Exercises: 
❏ 1 minute of stretching arms and legs  
❏ 40 Jumping jacks  
❏ 20 sit ups  
❏ 15 push up 
❏ 30 squats 
❏ Lastly, try to jump rope as many times as you can! If you're still learning you can use 

an imaginary rope. 
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Grade 2, Day 3 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Day 4 Instructions and Resources 

Friday, 5/29 

Math  

Let’s pretend you’re writing in your Math Word Problem Book. Write one word problem for each 
topic!  

Addition: 

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Equation: NB: 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Subtraction: 

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Equation: NB: 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Multiplication: 

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Equation: NB: 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Division: 

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Equation: NB: 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Money: 

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Equation: NB: 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Time: 

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Picture: 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Fractions:  

Problem: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Picture: 

 

 

Answer Sentence:____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Spalding  
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Literature 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Science  

 

Poetry 

We have memorized many poems this year. Pick one poem and write a new stanza. Or 
write a whole new poem. Share the stanza or poem with family members and friends! 
 

Latin (10 minutes)  

-Memorize and review lines 1 – 3 of the Aeneid (stop after alto). Recite the first 3 lines of the Aeneid 
to your family and then enjoy your summer! 
-Here is a video of Ms. Crimmins reciting all seven lines, but you only need to work on the first line 
this week. https://cloud.swivl.com/v/97b74063044bb0454f2045ac771f07f6 
  
The first seven lines of 
The Aeneid 
By Vergil 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Arma virumque cano, || Troiae quī prīmus ab orīs || 
Italiam, fato profugus, || Laviniaque venit 
litora, || multum  ̮ille  ̮et terrīs || iactatus et alto || 
vī superum saevae memorem || Iunonis ob iram; || 
multa quoque  ̮et bello passus, || dum conderet urbem, || 
inferretque deos Latio, || genus unde Latīnum, || 
Albanīque patrēs, || atque  ̮altae moenia Romae.|| 
 

Art (10 minutes)  

 
Please take out your new Alphabet Sketchbook. Open to the “A” page.  On the bottom of the page 
where you have put the letter “A” please put the word Anchor.  On the very top of the page put a 
horizon line. On the top put a tiny boat and a long rope (a curved line) going down to the bottom of 
the sea.  Put a “J” line on the end and then a backward “J” line on its back. Then put a circle with a 
little “minus” sign to attach it to the “rope.” Then, add arrow ends to the points of the two “J.” Add 
any other details such as sand or fish to complete your “A”sketch-page. On your first day of summer, 
sketch something on the “B” sketch-page such as Bee, Balloon, Banana, Beetle, etc.  If you are able, 
please play my video link where I am saying farewell to you for the summer!  
 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/79daf0f262a24bd5f8d0f0773f7a00b9  
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Key 
Day 2 
Science  
Across 
3. pollen 
7. reproduce 
10. nutrients 
Down 
1. plant 
2. conifer 
4. leaves 
5. life cycle 
6. seed 
8. roots 
9. stem 
 
Day 4 
Science  
Across 
1. larva 
6.  exoskeleton 
7.  thorax 
8.  head 
9.  pupa 
10.  six 
Down 
2. abdomen 
3. three 
4. metamorphosis 
5. colony 
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Summer Practice Ideas  

 

1. Create flashcards for multiplication and division facts  
2. Create your own Math Word Problem Booklet  
3. Practice Spalding cursive letter formation  
4. Organize a virtual book club- See Amazon list for Classics to Keep  
5. Create a virtue journal and record virtues you used that week or seen someone else 

use that week  you can also illustrate it and share it with your family 
6. Create and mail postcards or letters to your friends! You can practice how to 

properly address a letter or postcard and learn how to use stamps, the post office 
etc.  

7. Take pictures on a nature walk and put them into a photo journal or scrapbook. You 
can use things we have learned in Science. Take pictures of a plant life cycle like a 
seed, compare and contrast a flowering plant  and a conifer. Find a butterfly or 
maybe even a chrysalis to take a picture of  

8. Create your own  board game Ex: Moon phases memory game, War of 1812 Chutes 
and Ladders or. Pictionary using various concepts we have learned throughout the 
school year 

9. Stand on the sidewalk during various times during the day and use sidewalk chalk 
to track your shadow. Why do the shadows shrink and grow? What does this teach 
us about the movement of the earth. Record your observations.  

10. Make a science observation journal and conduct various science experiments and 
record your findings ex: create your own solar oven, create a magic milk earth 
reaction (have parents look up instructions and materials) 

11.  Write your own poems and create a book of poetry 
12.  Create your own chess game board and pieces and teach a family member how to 

play chess 
13.  Go outside and draw or paint something beautiful you see in nature ex: the sunset 

or sunrise, a large old oak tree etc.  
14.  Plant your own garden. Remember all the things we learned about in Science that 

plants need to survive!  
15.  Pick a different state you would like to “virtually” visit. You can use an atlas, map 

and books from the library to learn about that state. Things you can look for are: 
what is the capital of that state, how many miles long is the state,  how many people 
live there, what is a special feature of that state like a mountain river etc. is there a 
famous landmark what states are next to it, temperatures, animals, things to do, you 
can draw their state flag or flower etc! Record your answers.  
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16.  Test your knowledge and see if you can name all 50 states on a blank map 
17.  Create a jar of kindness using popsicle sticks. Write one act of kindness on each 

stick and place in a jar. Draw out a stick everyday. You can even create a separate jar 
with people like siblings, mom, dad, grandparents, neighbor etc.  

 
Suggested summer reading list: 
 
Pippi Longstocking series by Astrid Lindgren 

❖ Pippi's Extraordinary Ordinary Day 
❖ Pippi Goes to the Circus 
❖ Pippi Goes to School 

The Hundred and One Dalmatians by Dodie Smith 

The Boxcar Children Series   by Gertrude Chandler Warner (original series 19 titles) 
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